
From Bonham-Carter, Graeme F., Geographic Information Systems for Geoscientists,
Modelling with GIS, Chapter 9, Fuzzy Logic section with related tables and figures.

FUZZY LOGIC METHOD 

In classical set theory, the membership of a set is defined as true or false, 1 or 0. Memb ership of a fuzzy set,

however, is expressed on a continuous scale from 1 (full membership) to 0 (full non-membership). Thus

individual measurements of arsenic (As) in lake sediment might be defined according to their degree of

membership in the set called "Arsenic anomaly". Very high values of As are definitely anomalous, with a fuzzy

membership  of 1; very low values at or below background h ave a fuzzy membership of zero; betwee n these

extremes a range of possible membership values exist. Such a membership function might be expressed

analytically as 

where x is the As concentration value in ppm  and :(x) is the fuzzy membership function. Every value of x is

associate d wit h a val ue o f :(x), and th e ordere d pairs [x, :(x)] are known collectively as a fuzzy set. The shape

of the function need not be linear, as in Equation 9-3 and shown in Figure 9-5, it can take on any analytical or

arbitrary shape appropriate to die problem at hand. Fuzzy membership functions can also be expressed as lists or

tables of numbers. Th us in the As case, the discrete representation  of the fuzzy membership functio n shown in

Table  9-7 (for clas s intervals  of 50 pp m), is equ ivalent to  the analytic al expres sion in  Equati on 9-3 . 

Now sup pose that As h as been m apped, with  50 ppm  class intervals, then  the fuzzy mem bership fun ction can

be treate d as an attrib ute tabl e of an arsen ic map, as  shown  in Tab le 9-8. 

The classes of any map can be associated with fuzzy membership values in an attribute table. The level of

measu remen t of the m apped  variable can  be categ orical, ord inal or in terval. 

Fuzzy membership values must lie in the range (0, 1), but there are no practical constraints on the choice of

fuzzy membership values. Values are simply chosen to reflect the degree of membership of a set, based on

subjective judgm ent. Values need no t increase or decrease mono tonically with class number, as in the case of As

above. 

The presence of the various states or classes of a map might be expressed in terms of fuzzy memberships of

different sets, possibly storing them as several fields in the map attribute table. Thus th e As values on  a map

might be considered in terms of their fuzzy membership of a set'”favou rable i ndica tor for g old de posits",  or a

second set "suitab le for dr illing wa ter wells". The m embersh ip function s for these two se ts would lo ok very

different, one reflecting the importance of As as a pathfinder element for gold deposits, the other reflecting the

unde sirability of d rilling a wa ter well in  rocks wi th elevat ed leve ls of As. 

Not only can  a single map h ave more th an one fuzz y membersh ip function , but also several d ifferent maps can

have membe rship values for the same proposition  or hypothesis. Suppo se that the spatial objects (polygons,

pixels) on a map, are evaluated according to the proposition “favourable location for gold exploration” then any

of the maps to be used  as evidence in supp ort of this proposition can he  assigned fuzzy membership  functions.

Table 9-5 sho ws a series of fuzzy membership functions for the m aps used to select a landfill. Ale membe rship

values were chosen arbitrarily (like the index overlay scores) based on su bjective judgmen t about the relative

imp ortanc e of  the  map s and th eir  various sta tes . Th e fuzzy m ember shi p va lue s are  in the f ield label led  "Fuz zy".

Table 9-6 also shows fuzzy membership functions for the mineral potential maps. Note that the fuzzy

mem bers hips assig ned  to ca tego rical m aps (s uch  as the  geol ogic al map  or th e zoning map  in th e landfill s tudy)

do not in crease or dec rease mon otonically with  class numb er, but are assigned  values in the  range (0,1) that

reflect, subjectively, the importance of individual map  units. Thus limesto ne is assigned a value of 0.1 (highly

unfavou rable for a lan dfill), whe reas a shale i s assigned  a very favourabl e value (0 .9). 

Note that the fuzzy memb ership values must reflect the relative importance o f each map, as well as the relative

importance of each class of a single map. Th e fuzzy memberships are similar to the co mbined effect of the class

scores an d the m ap weigh ts of the in dex ov erlay meth od. 



Table 9-6. Attribute tables for mineral potential study, showing scores for class weighting and fuzzy membership
values. Only 4 out of the 1 0 tables used in the study are shown. Tables have been assigned the same names as
their associated maps. 

A. Geolo gy (GEO L) 

Class Score Fuzzy Legend

0 -1 0.0 ‘outside’

1 9 0.8 ‘Goldenville’

2 7 0.7 ‘Halifax’

3 -1 0.1 ‘Granite’

B. Lake Sediment Antimony (LSSB)

0 1 0.1 ‘no data’

1 8 0.8 ‘0.9-1.3 ppm’

2 7 0.8 ‘0.8-0.9'

3 6 0.6 ‘0.6-0.8'

4 5 0.4 ‘0.5-0.6'

5 4 0.3 ‘0.4-0.5'

6 2 0.2 ‘0.3-0.4'

7 2 0.2 ‘0.2-0.3'

8 1 0.1 ‘<0.2'

C. Balsam Fir Gold (BIOAU)

0 0 0.0 ‘no data’

1 9 0.9 ‘24-136 ppb’

2 8 0.8 ‘16-24'

3 8 0.6 ‘12-16'

4 7 0.4 ‘10-12'

5 6 0.3 ‘8-10'

6 5 0.2 7-8'

7 4 0.2 ‘6-7'

8 2 0.2 ‘3-6'

9 1 0.1 ‘<3'

D. An ticlin e dis tance  (ANTI)

Class Score Fuzzy Legend

0 0 0.1 ‘> 6 km’

1 9 0.9 ‘<0.25'

2 9 0.9 ‘0.25-0.5'

3 9 0.9 ‘0.5-0.75'

4 9 0.9 ‘0.75-1.0'

5 8 0.8 ‘1.0'1.25'

6 8 0.8 ‘1.25-1.5'

7 8 0.8 ‘1.5-1.75'

8 8 0.8 ‘1.75-2.0'

9 7 0.7 ‘2.0-2.25'

10 7 0.7 ‘2.25-2.5'

11 7 0.7 ‘2.5-2.75'

12 6 0.6 ‘2.75-3.0'

13 6 0.5 ‘3.0-3.25'

14 6 0.5 ‘3.25-3.5'

15 5 0.5 ‘3.5-3.75'

16 5 0.4 ‘3.75-4.0'

17 4 0.4 ‘4.0-4.25'

18 4 0.4 ‘4.25-4.5'

19 3 0.3 ‘4.5-4.75'

20 3 0.3 ‘4.75-5.0'

21 2 0.3 ‘5.0-5.25'

22 2 0.3 ‘5.25-5.5'

23 1 0.2 ‘5.5-5.75'

24 1 0.2 ‘5.75-6.0'



FIG. 9-5. A graph showing fuzzy membe rship of the set of obse rvations for whic h "arsenic

levels  are anomalous". Fuzzy membership can, in some cases, he expressed as an analytic al

function,  not necessarily linear as shown he re, in other cases  membership  is defined mo re

readily as a table. 

Table 9-7. Fuzzy membership function for As expressed as the ordered pairs [x, : (x)l, and organized
in a table. 

x :(x)

300 1

250 1

200 0.75

150 0.5

100 0.25

50 0

0 0

Table 9-8. Attribute table for a map of As, with the fuzzy membersh ip values shown as on e field. 

Map 
Class

Fuzzy
Members hip

Legend
Entry

1 1.00 ‘>275 ppm
As’

2 1.00 ‘225 - 275'

3 0.75 ‘175 - 225'

4 0.50 ‘125 - 175'

5 0.25 ‘75 - 125'

6 0.00 ‘25 - 75'

7 0.00 ‘< 25'



Table 9-5. Attribute tables for the 10 maps used for landfill site selection.

A. Overburden thickness (OVERTHIK)

Class Fuzzy Legend

1 0.1 “1 m”

2 0.3 “2 m”

3 0.9 “3 m”

4 0.9 “4 m”

5 0.9 “5 m”

6 0.9 “6 m”

C. Surface slope (SLOPE)

1 0.9 “low”

2 0.9

3 0.7

4 0.5 “medium”

5 0.3

6 0.1

7 0.1

8 0.1 “steep”

G. 100-year flood zone (FLOOD)

1 0.1 “100 yr”

2 0.9 “> 100"

H. Suitability for farming (SUITAB)

1 0.1 “good”

2 0.4 “fair”

3 0.9 “poor”

I. Distance from major road (ROADBUF)

1 0.6 “<1 km”

2 0.9 “<2"

3 0.8 “<3"

4 0.7 “<4"

5 0.5 “<5"

6 0.3 “<6"

7 0.1 “<7"

8 0.1 “<8"

B. Permeability (PERMEAB)

Class Fuzzy Legend

1 0.9 “low”

2 0.6 “med”

3 0.2 “high”

D. Geology (GEOLOGY)

1 0.8 “granite”

2 0.5 “sandstone”

3 0.9 “shale”

4 0.1 “limestone”

5 0.2 “conglomera

te”

E. Zoning map (ZONING)

0 0.1 “city”

1 0.3 “indu stria l”

2 0.8 “agricult A”

3 0.7 “agricult B”

F. Distance from city limits (MUNIBUF)

0 0.0 “0 km”

1 0.6 “<1 km”

2 0.8 “<2"

3 0.9 “<3"

4 0.7 “<4"

5 0.5 “<5"

6 0.3 “<6"

7 0.1 “<7"

8 0.1 “<8"

9 0.1 “<9"

10 0.1 “<10"

11 0.1 “>=10"

J. Ecologically sensitive (ECOL)

1 0.1 “sensitive”

2 0.9 “insensitive”



Combining Fuzzy Membership Functions 

Given two or more maps with fuzzy membership functions for the same set, a variety of operators can be

employed to combine the membership values together. The book by Zimmermann (1985), for example,

discusses a variety of combination rules. An et al. (1991) discuss five operators that were found to be useful for

combining exploration datasets, namely the fuzzy AND, fuzzy OR, fuzzy algebraic product, fuzzy algebraic sum

and fuzz y gamma o perator. T hese o perators  are briefly revie wed h ere. 

Fuzzy AND 

This is equivalent to a Boolean AND (logical intersection) operation on classical set values of (1,0). It is defined

as 

(9-4) 

where :A is the m embe rship valu e for map A  at a particu lar locatio n, :B, is the value for map B, and so on. Of

course, the fuzzy memberships must all be with respect to the same proposition. Suppose that at some location

the membership value for map A is 0.75 and for map B is 0.5, then the membership for the combination using

fuzzy AND is 0.5. It can readily be seen that the effect of this rule is to make the output map be controlled by

the smallest fuzzy membership value occurring at each location. Like the Boolean AND, fuzzy AND results in a

conservative estimate of set memb ership, with a tendency to prod uce small values. The AN D operation is

appropriate where two o r more pieces of evidence  for a hypothesis must be present toge ther for the hypothesis to

be true . 

Fuzzy OR

On the other hand, the fuzzy OR is the like the Boolean OR (logical union) in that the output membership values

are controlled by the maximu m values of any of the input maps, for any particular location. The fuzzy OR  is

defined as 

(9-5)

Using this operator, the combined membership value at a location (=suitability for landfill etc) is limited only by

the most suitable of the evidence maps. This is not a particularly desirable operator for the landfill case, but

might in some circumstances be reasonable for mineral potential mapping, where favourable indicators of

min eraliz ation  are rare  and t he p resen ce o f any po sitive evid enc e may b e suffi cien t to su gges t favou rabil ity.

Note that in using either the  fuzzy AND or fuzzy OR, a fuzzy membership of a single piece o f evidence controls

the output value. On the other hand, the following operators combine the effects of two or more pieces of

eviden ce in a "ble nded " result, so th at each d ata sourc e has som e effect on  the ou tput. 



Fuzzy Algebraic Produ ct 

Here, the combin ed memb ership function is defined as 

(9-6)

where : i is the fuzzy membership function for the i-th map, and i=1,2,... n maps are to be combined. The

combined fuzzy membership values tend to be very small with this operator, due to the effect of multiplying

several numbers less than 1. The output is always smaller than, or equal to, the smallest contributing

membership value, and is therefore "decreasive". For example, the algebraic product of (0.75, 0.5) is 0.375.

Nevertheless, all the contributing membership values have an effect on the result, unlike the fuzzy AND, or

fuzzy OR  operato rs. 

Fuzzy Algebraic Sum 

This operator is com plementary to the fuzzy algebraic product, bein g defined as 

(9-7) 

The resu lt is always larger (or equal to ) the largest con tributing fuzzy m embersh ip value. Th e effect is therefore

"increasive". Two pieces of evidence that both favour a hypothesis reinforce one another and the combined
evidence is more su pportive than either piec e of evidence taken individu ally. For example, the fuzzy algebraic
sum of (0.75 , 0.5) is 1-(1-0.75 )*(1-0.5), which e quals 0.87 5. The in creasive effect of com bining sev eral
favourable pieces of evidence is automatically limited by the maximum value of 1.0, which can never be
exceeded. Note that whereas the fuzzy algebraic product is an algebraic product, the fuzzy algebraic sum is not
an algeb raic sum mation . 

Gamma Operation 

This is d efine d in  term s of th e fuzz y algeb raic p rodu ct and the  fuzzy a lgeb raic su m by = (Fuzzy algebra i c sum)

(9-8) 

where (is a parameter chosen in the range (0, 1), Zimmermann and Zysno (1980). When ( is 1, the combination

is the same as the fuzzy algebraic sum; and when ( is 0, the combination  equals the fuzzy algebraic product.

Jud icio us ch oice  of ( produces output values that ensure a flexible compromise between the "increasive"

tendencies of the fuzzy algebraic sum and the "decreasive" effects of the fuzzy algebraic product. For example,

if (= 0.7, then the combination of (0.75, 0.5) is 0.8750.7 *0.3750.3 = 0.679, a result that lies between 0.75 and 0.5.

On th e oth er han d, if (=0.9 5, th en th e combi natio n is  0 .839 , a mil dly in creas ive re sult . If (=0. 1, then the

combin ation is 0.40 8, a result that is less th an the average o f the 2 inpu t function valu es, and is therefore

dec reasive. T he e ffect o f cho osin g diffe rent  value s of ( are shown in Figure 9-6. Note that although the same

tend enc ies o ccu r, the  actual valu es of ( for which the combined membership function becomes increasive or

dec reasive vary with  the i npu t mem bers hip  value s. An e t al. (1991 ) used a val ue o f (=0.975 to combine

geophysical and geological datasets in their stud y of iron and base metal deposits in M anitoba, presumably

because th e increasive effects o f larger values best seem ed to reflect the  subjective  decision -making of typical

explo ration ge ologist s. 



FIG. 9-6. A graph of fuzzy membership, :c , obtained by combining two fuzzy memberships,  :A  and :B , versus (.  This  shows

the effect of variations in ( for the case of combining two values, :A=0.75 and :B =0.5. When, (=-0, the com bination equals

the fuzzy alge braic produc t; when (=l, the combination equals the fuzzy algebraic sum.. When 0.8 < (< 1, the combination

is larger than the large st input mem bership value (in this cas e 0.75), a nd the effect is therefore "increasive". When 0 <(< 0.35,

the combination is smaller than the smallest input membership value (0.5 in this case), and the  effect is therefore "d ecreasive".

When 0.35<(< 0.8, the c ombination is neither inc reasive nor dec reasive, but lies w ithin the range of the inpu t membershi p

values. The limits 0.8 and 0.35 are data dependent. 

Returning to the internal modelling procedure, with the landfill case, the following steps can used to combine

the 10 maps with the fuzzy gamma operation.

‘Pseudocode for fuzzy combination of datasets for landfill site (see Table 9-5)

‘Set value of Gamma

gamma = 0.95

‘ At current locatio n, lookup  fuzzy memb ership value s for each inpu t map

c1 =  OVE RT HIK

c2 = PER MEAB

c3 = SLOPE

c4 = GEOLOGY

c5 = FLOOD

c6 = ZONING

c7 = SUITAB

c8 = MINIBUF

c9 = ROADBUF

c10 = ECOLOG

‘Calculate the fuzzy algebraic product and fuzzy algebraic sum

product = c1 * c2 * c3 * c4 * c5 * c6 * c7 * c8* c9 * c10

sum = 1  - ((1 - c1) * (1 - c2) * (1 - c3) * (1 - c4) * (1 - c5) * (1 - c6) * (1 - c7 ) * (1 - c8) - (1 - c9) *

(1 - c10)

‘Apply gamma operator

result = (sum  ^ gamma) * (produ ct ^ (1 - gamma))



Notice that for each of the 10 inp ut maps, the 'FUZZY' colum n is the field in the correspon ding map attribute

table where the fuzzy membership functions are stored, see Table 9-5.

The output map, after classification with a table of breakpoints called 'FUZTAB', show areas ranked according

the co mbin ed fuzz y memb ership, s ee Figu re 9-2D . 

The proce dure for the mineral poten tial case is similar, except for two features. First, the value of gamma is

specified as keyboard input allowing different values to be selected at run time. Second, the four lake sediment

maps are combine d using fuzzy OR, and the tw o biogeoche mical maps are also combin ed with fuzzy OR. Th is

means the combined effect of the lake sediment geochemical evidence, will take on the maximum fuzzy

membership of the four contributing maps. An anomalous value from any one of the maps is therefore sufficient

to give this factor a large fuzzy score. The effect is the same for the biogeochemical combination. Finally, the

gamma operator is used, as before, for the final combination step. The resulting map is shown in Figure 9-4D.

Supe rficially it loo ks similar to  the ind ex overla y, but careful  comp arison sh ows so me im portan t difference s. 

‘Pseudocode for fuzzy combination for mineral potential 

‘This pro cedure is sh own graph ically as an inference n et in Figure 9 -7

‘Set gamma value

gamma = 0.95

‘At current loc ation, get fuzzy me mbership  values for each m ap

m1 = GEOL

m2 = LSAS

m3 = LSAU

m4 = LSSB

m5 = LS0W

m6 = BIOAS

m7 = BIOAU

m8 = ANTI

m9 = GOL DHAL

m10 = NWLINS

‘Apply fuzzy OR to lake sediment maps

‘Favourable lake sed geochem  is an intermediate hypothesis

favls = MAX(m2,m3,m4,m5)

‘Favourable biogechem  is an intermediate hypothesis

favbio = MIN(m6,m7)

‘Calculate fuzzy product, sum and gamma

‘Favourable location for gold dep osits is a final hypothesis

fprod = m1 * favls * favbio * m8 * m9 * m10

fsum = 1 - (( 1 - m1 ) * (1 - favls) *(1 - favbio)*(1 - m8) * (1 - m9)*(1 - m10))

favloc = fsu m ^ gamm a * fprod ^ (1 - g amma)

Comments on the Fuzzy Logic Method 

In practice, it may be desirable to use a variety of different fuzzy operators in the same problem, as shown for

the mineral potential example. In particular, fuzzy AND and fuzzy OR can be more appropriate than fuzzy

gamma in so me situation s, but not in  others. For exam ple, suppo se that two in put maps  represent evi dence for a

proposition that requires that the evidence occur jointly. To take a slightly contrived example, consider a map of

sulphur conten t and a map of zinc conten t from lithological samples. The co mbination is highly suggestive

evidence for the presence of zinc sulphide (sphalerite), an important mineral in many zinc deposits. Ignoring the

obvious prob lems of concentration u nits and other factors for the sake of simplicity, we can deduce that be cause

the joint presence of the two elements is needed, the importance of the evidence is limited by the lesser

abundance o f the two elements. In this case, fuzzy AND would b e an appropriate comb ination operator, because

at each location the combination would be controlled by the minimum of the fuzzy membership values. In other

situations, fuzzy OR is more approp riate, where for example, the presence of any one of the path finder elements

in abundance might he significant evidence for the presence of a mineral deposit, even though other pathfinder

eleme nts are no t presen t in ano malou s amou nts. 



Fig. 9-2D Fig. 9-4D

Evidence maps can be combined together in a series of steps, as depicted in an inference network, Figure 9-7.

Thus in stead of com bining all th e maps in o ne operatio n, for example w ith the gamm a operator, it may be  more

appropriate to link together some maps with, say the fuzzy OR to support an intermediate hypothesis, other maps

with fuzzy AND to support another intermediate hypothesis, and finally to link both raw evidence and

intermediate hypotheses (now in turn being used as evidence) with a fuzzy gamma operation. Many combinations

are possible. The inference network becomes an important means of simulating the logical thought processes of

an expert. In expert system terminology, the fuzzy membership functions are the "knowledge base" and the

inference network and fuzzy com bination rules are the "inference engine". Fuzzy logic is one o f the tools used in

expert systems where the uncertainty of evidence is important. Even quite complex inference networks can be

implemented in a map modelling language. Fuzzy logic has also been applied to problems of pattern recognition

in geol ogy, see Gr iffiths (198 7). 

Landfill site selection output map: Suitability using
fuzzy logic. The outpu t is ranked according to

memb ership of a fuzzy set, the  set comp rising areas
that satisfy the proposition “This location is suitab le
for a landfill”. The degree with which the proposition
is satisfied is scored on a scale from 0 to 1, then
classified to make a map.

Output maps showing gold potential: Areas ranked
according to fuzzy membership values. The fuzzy set

comprises those locations that satisfy the proposition
“favourable for gold exploration”, and fuzzy
membership  ranges from 0 to 1. Most of the m ain
known gold o ccurrences are predicted b y the model,
and several new prospective areas are suggested.


